The future of Derivatives is here.

Fast and reliable futures and options data is essential for any size firm seeking to capitalize on every trading opportunity in listed derivatives — especially if an in-house proprietary solution is out of reach. In today’s solutions, data gaps mean manual intervention to verify current contracts; insufficient data points lead to guesswork and lost time; and coverage of the ever-growing number of exchange symbols is inadequate to your needs.

Bloomberg’s Futures and Options Bulk Package is the long-needed premium solution to these and other challenges.

Bloomberg F&O Coverage – 178 exchanges & growing

**Region**
- Asia
- Europe
- LAMR
- NAMR

**COMPREHENSIVE, ROBUST & RIGHT ON TIME**

- **Pre-market files** – Comprehensive files covering all listed derivatives products are available prior to market opening. Access everything you need to gain an edge from the opening bell — all in one place.
- **Integration with Bloomberg Terminal® data** – Bulk files include all valid and trade-eligible instruments in the Bloomberg Terminal, so you won’t need to manually search for and integrate missing contracts. Save time and get ahead of the curve with clean, gap-free data.
- **Robust data points** – We have provided over 40 additional data points to generate a more complete picture of the activity that matters.
- **Trade symbol coverage** – With new trade symbols for Listed Derivatives being added constantly, it’s critical to cover them all, and fast. We provide enhanced exchange symbol coverage so you can map and match instruments with increased ease.
- **Earlier delivery** – In a time-sensitive trading environment, every moment matters. Files for reference, pricing and derived data will be delivered ahead of the curve, to deliver the advantage you need.
Product Coverage

OPTIONS

Equity
- Equity
- Single Stock Futures
- Equity Index Spot
- Weekly Index
- Binary Index
- Equity Volatility Index
- Equity Daily Index
- Equity Index Futures

Non-Equity
- Agriculture
- Energy
- Currency
- Interest Rates
- Metals
- Weather
- Non Equity Index

FUTURES

Equity
- Single Stock Futures
- Contract for Difference
- Single Stock Forward
- Dividend Futures
- Equity Index Futures
- Equity Volatility Index Futures
- Equity Daily Index

Non-Equity
- Agriculture
- Energy
- Currency
- Interest Rates
- Metals
- Weather
- Housing Index
- Non Equity Index

STRATEGY/SPREAD

Equity
- Single Stock Futures Spread
- Equity Index Futures Spread
- Equity Volatility Index Futures Spread

Non-Equity
- Agriculture
- Energy
- Currency
- Interest Rates
- Metals
- Bond
- Swap
- Non Equity Index

BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE

To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns data into a strategic asset and optimizes workflows and operations.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP

For more information on the Futures & Options Bulk Package, please contact enterprise@bloomberg.net

bloomberg.com/enterprise
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